Newsletter
Easter Edition 2020
Tammy’s update….
Well what a strange situation we find ourselves in!
I hope you are all keeping well and finding lots to do in this period of lockdown.
Unfortunately, all volunteering has stopped in the Park and I find myself
working from home which I am use to. I might actually manage to get
caught up with my paperwork!
The year started off well with regards to the Explorer Club and Explorer
Volunteers.
In January, both the Explorer Club and Explorer Volunteer families were at
Sutton Bank.
The Explorer Volunteers spent the day cutting back birch re-growth on Cliff
Plantation. They used the brash that they had cut to make faggots. These
are bundles of sticks which can be used to stabilise river banks and fill in
large holes in footpaths.

Later on in January, the Explorer Club continued with the
cutting back.
There was some excellent team work going on with the
children choosing to work with other families.
Over the two days, they got lots of work done and made
well over 30 faggots!
After lunch, the Explorer Club families built a nest using
tweezers as a beak and did some wonderful natural art
pictures.

Tammy’s update continued….
The two youngest members, had a ball carrying mud back and forth to their nest!

Everyone did a brilliant job creating amazing works of art using natural materials (see the Natural Art
Gallery page)
February was the last session for our Explorer Club families and it involved working in a new location
in the Park. We joined Amy from the Ryevitalise team for some tree planting on the banks of the
River Seph near Chop Gate. A couple of the Global Volunteers came along to help move equipment
about on site and a Explorer Volunteer family also joined in the fun!

The Explorer Volunteers had a talk from Scarborough and Ryedale Mountain Rescue Team. They
got to hear all about what the job involves and got to see some of the equipment they take with them
when they are called out. At the end of the session, the families were taught how to perform CPR.
Everyone had a go and they were really good.

Tammy’s update continued….
During February half-term, we held our first gardening session of the year at Staithes Welcome Area.
Unfortunately, many of you couldn’t make it so a small group of four attended. Despite low numbers
lots got done including planting two new rowan trees, deadheading, weeding and litter picking.

In March, before lockdown, we managed to fit one
more Explorer Volunteer session in. We joined the
Young Rangers for a joint session at The Moors National Park Centre. The session was organised as
a training day for the National Park’s members. Sadly, only three members were able to attend but the
ones that popped along, thoroughly enjoyed seeing the families and young rangers working together
and having fun! The morning was spent doing jobs around the grounds and the afternoon was all
things art! (see the Natural Art Gallery page)

So as you can see a very busy start
to the year.
Hopefully it won’t be long before we
can all get back out on the moors to
continue exploring!
Until then, stay safe!
Wishing you all a Very
Happy Easter.

Tammy

Find out more

Young Rangers

The Young Ranger Scheme is open to young people between the ages of 1117. Activities take place once a month in various locations around the National
Park. Young people find themselves learning new skills through completing
different conservation tasks such as footpath maintenance and habitat and wildlife
surveys. There’s also the opportunity for learning new skills relating to navigation
and safety on the hills.
If you would like further details on how to join our Young Ranger Scheme
then please contact our Youth Engagement Officer Mary-Jane Alexander,
youngranger@northyorkmoors.org.uk Tel: 01439 772700

Tony’s Tales
Our fantastic Volunteer Assistant, Tony does lots of different volunteering with the Park. This
edition he shares some facts he has learnt in his role as a Water Vole Volunteer.
Hello Explorers
As we are having some slack time I thought I would share with
you some of my other tasks which I am responsible for outside
of the Education Teams.
This month I would like to tell you about my Water Vole surveys.
How to spot a Water Vole
Water voles leave droppings in obvious piles to mark their
territories. These are called latrines.
Droppings are about 1cm long and 5mm wide with blunt ends (tic tac size)! When dry, you can break
them open and they have concentric rings almost like tree rings!
When water voles are breeding male water voles will scent mark the latrine squashing down the
droppings. If a female ‘redeposits’ over the flattened droppings it is a good sign of breeding.
Water Vole Facts
1. Water voles are active during the day.
2. Water voles are ‘semi aquatic’ but are not very well adapted to
living near water (they don’t have webbed feet and can’t swim
underwater for long).
3. Water voles eat over 227 species of plant.
4. Willow, Hawthorn and Crab apple trees are some of their favourite
winter nibbles!
5. They have been spotted as much as 3 metres up a tree!
6. They need to eat 80% of their body weight a day to survive.
7. They dig with their teeth which have hard orange enamel and are
self-sharpening!
8. Water voles try and avoid predators by jumping in the water and kicking mud in the face of the
predator to confuse them.
9. The main threat to water voles today is that many of their natural wetland areas have been so altered
and destroyed that remaining populations are fragmented and at risk from extinction and predation by
mink.
10. Baby water voles are born blind and hairless but are independent after 3 weeks!

Tony

Fun at Home!
As we find ourselves confined to the house and garden, we have to find things to keep us busy!
Below some of our families tell us what they have been up to!
We are building a bug hotel.
We constructed a den in the house somewhere new and using different methods
each day, then dismantle it before bedtime.
We stocked up the bird table with the tastiest treats, got the binoculars and bird
guidebook out, and watched them all arrive in their droves.
We have started digging over a section of a neighbour's garden, as he has kindly
donated it to us to use for veggies. Albert is good at raking, and pulling out
roots.
During our daily exercise in a howl near Kirkbymoorside we spotted some
wild garlic.

Steph, Doug and Albert

In an attempt to make our Easter holiday a little bit different we got the tent out and made our own
garden campsite. We enjoyed a bbq and then snuggled down for the night, which
turned out rather chilly but a good exercise in recognising the many birds which
woke us up at various points. Owls, pigeon, gulls, crows, blackbirds, robins and
sparrows!
We visited the local water park the next day!
A splashing time we had too!

Sallie, Dan, Evie and Alfie

We've been keeping busy in our garden - one
thing that we enjoyed was a scavenger hunt!

Justine, Mike and Paloma

Our biggest hit so
far activity wise was
creating a shadow
puppet show. We
cut out characters
and stuck them on
pencils or lollipop
sticks. Then we did
a story board to
help us plan the
show. The kids then
performed it behind
a sheet of
greaseproof paper.
You can find templates for these activities
online and it easily passed half a day.

Louise, Stuart, Evie, Isla and Alfie

Natural Art Gallery
Explorer Club artwork!

I think you will agree with me that they did a fantastic
job!
Can you tell what they all are?
Do you have a favourite one?
Perhaps this is something you could do in your garden
or backyard.

Flower the Rescued Hedgehog!
Find out how Flower the Hedgehog is getting on!
Flower the hedgehog has been having a wonderful time gaining
weight (a lot of weight) whilst having a safe and secure place to stay.
He has been getting very brave
ambling around the house whilst
Avery and Addison cleaned his
cage. In fact one afternoon we
arrived home from school to find
he had pushed open the cage
door and disappeared. We had
to spend a long time on a
hedgehog hunt trying to find
where he had disappeared to,
Addison finally found him asleep
behind the sofa.
As the evenings got a bit warmer
and with Flower getting more restless (and more smelly!) we weighed
him. He weighed 986g which is a lot more
than the 176g he was when we found him so we decided to transfer
his cage into a sheltered spot in the garden so he could start to
acclimatise to being outside.
He spent a week outside and loved it so much that one evening he
made his daring escape. We were very sad to see the cage door open
one morning. Flower had disappeared, that evening I went into the
garden to check on the chickens as something was making a lot of
racket and there I found Flower with another hedgehog! We like to
think it was his girlfriend and they
were having a feast together.
Flower and his girlfriend visit us
every evening at around the same
time to have some food and we
also have a third one that comes
out a lot later to clear up
any remnants of food.
Fingers crossed they'll
be the pitter-patter of
tiny hoglet feet in the
hedgehog house.
I like to think he will
flourish in the wild after
7 months being very
carefully cared for by Avery and Addison what a lucky
hedgehog to have got lost on our patio!

Kerry

Spring Wildlife Survey
Do you enjoy watching the wildlife in your garden or allotment? If so, why not take part in the following
surveys;

Bloom for Bees
Join citizen scientists from across the country to discover which
flowers are bumblebee favourites and help us develop our
understanding of bumblebeeforaging in gardens and allotments.

Garden Butterfly Survey 2020
The Garden Butterfly Survey allows you to record and report the butterflies
that visit your garden over the course of a year. Create a free account,
submit your sightings and help Butterfly Conservation learn more about
how butterflies are faring in UK gardens.

Heritage Lottery Fund Grant
Towards the end of last year we heard that we were successful in
securing a National Lottery Heritage Fund grant to expand both the
Explorer Club and Young Rangers. The expansion will allow us to
work with communities surrounding the National Park for whom
there are significant barriers in accessing it and our
programmes. It will run for 3 years. We are thrilled to welcome
Sallie Harland who will be leading the expansion of
Explorers. Some of you will know that Sallie has been through the
Explorer Club with her own family and they continue as an Explorer
Volunteers.

Heather, Head of Education and Youth Engagement

My Volunteer Page
Don’t forget to check on My Volunteer Page (MVP) every now and then. On your home page you can
read the volunteer news. By clicking on the opportunities tab, you can see all the activities you are
qualified to take part in. In addition to the Explorer Volunteer sessions, you are also able to see
’Activities open to all volunteers’. Not all activities will be suitable for families so it is worth checking
with the activity leader or volunteer team (volunteers@northyorkmoors.org.uk) prior to signing up.

Natural Art Gallery
Our Young Rangers and Explorer Volunteers had a go at stick weaving, mud painting and
sculpture building. Here are a few examples of their wonderful work!

Gallery
Neil has been busy again, drawing another well known landmark in the National Park!
Can you tell where it is?
Thank you to Neil for sharing his wonderful artwork with us!

Rainbows of Hope!
During the coronavirus pandemic, the rainbow has become a symbol of support and appreciation for
NHS workers on the frontline.
Many of you have been busy making your own rainbows so I thought it would be great to share
them with you!

Story time!
Anne the Scarecrow Goes on an Adventure
Anne the Scarecrow woke up one cold and frosty morning at the North York Moors Visitor Centre in
Danby. She was very chilly because it was -4°C, and she had been outside all night. She shivered
and said "Oh dear, I think I better get going it's too cold to be standing around in a field". She put her
right leg forward to walk towards the cafe but she didn't move. Then she tried putting her left leg
forward, only to find that she still couldn't move. "Oh silly me, my jacket is trapped on this post", so
she shuffled her shoulders and wriggled her jacket loose, and it tumbled to the floor in a crumpled
heap. She lent forward with all her weight, and jumped down with both feet onto the floor.
Unfortunately, as she jumped she heard a ripping sound as the back of her
shirt split open from top to bottom. "Oh deary me, my lovely shirt!", she
gasped. The other scarecrows laughed as they thought she was very silly to
want to leave her post. All except one, a grandpa scarecrow, who kindly
offered to sew up the rip with a twig needle and some string that someone
had left on the ground. With a quick thank you and goodbye to the other
scarecrows, Anne strode off to the cafe in search of
sticky toffee pudding cake and a nice cup of hot
chocolate with marshmallows. Anne nearly cried
when she read the "closed for refurbishment" sign on
the cafe door." But said to herself, "I can't really have
hot chocolate anyway, because I'm a scarecrow with
no stomach".
Anne changed her plans and decided to go on a ramble in the woods near
the Moors Centre. At first it was lovely and beautiful as the light shone
through the trees, but as she walked it got darker and scarier, and creepier
until all of a sudden a bat flew into her face. Anne screamed very loudly and
ran with her eyes tightly closed, as fast as she could, right into Tammy from
the Explorers Club who had been looking up at the sky. Crash, bang, thud
they hit the floor in a mess of straw and waterproofs! Anne struggled to explain in rushed and broken
sentences, "All dark...blah… ..and..blah...scary... blah...bats….blah...run for my life and I'm so terribly
sorry". Tammy, a little dazed, said it was fine and was happy to stuff the lost straw back inside Anne's
socks and shirt. Quickly they became friends and decided to spend the rest of the day together.
Tammy said that she would show her the North York Moors National Park from her car and would
take Anne to a place she could walk without any scary woods.
After a lovely drive they arrived at Castle Howard on the edge of the National Park. Tammy had a
meeting there so Anne went off on a ramble, but she didn't have map or a compass or even a mobile
phone. After a quite a long time walking, she realised she was lost and had no way to get back in
contact with Tammy. Through the tears in her eyes, she saw a blurred image of a giant white horse.
"Maybe that is where they keep horses, and I can borrow one to get home?" sobbed Anne. So with
new hope, she skipped towards the big white horse on the hill.
When she finally got to the car park below the horse, she sighed "There are no horses here!", but
walked up to see the view anyway.
At the top, she jumped for joy, cartwheeled with a cheer and a big smile spread across her face, when
she saw the gliders at the top of Sutton Bank. "Those flying machines can take me home!", shrieked
Anne.
But it wasn't so easy, as none of the glider pilots had any space. Feeling dejected and depressed,
Anne slumped down next to one of gliders.
.

Story time continued...
"You alright, love? It's a beautiful day for flying and all the gliders are going up today. Everyone
should be happy." said a kindly voice in a strong North Yorkshire accent. Anne explained that she
was very far from home and just wanted to go back to her post in the field. The voice was a man
called Gilbert, who was a pilot of a small aeroplane he called "Miss Cornelia", that was used to tow
gliders up into the air. Gilbert felt sorry for Anne and said he could take her for a ride in his
aeroplane.
Within 10 minutes, Anne was in the cockpit with earphones on and the plane was rumbling down
the grass at the top of Sutton Bank. As the engine roared, the plane took flight, it soared into the
air. Anna gasped at the beauty of the valley below and the moors stretching out to the sea.
The glider detached high up in the air and Gilbert gave Anne a view of the National Park that she
had never seen before.
Just then she spotted the roof of the North York Moors National Park Centre and shouted "My
home, my field, my post!"
Anne lept out of her seat and rushed to the backdoor of the aeroplane knocking over a backpack.
Out of the backpack fell a full sized bath towel. Anne thought "Gilbert is a real frood (really
amazingly together guy), and he probably won't mind me borrowing this to use as a parachute." She
took the bath towel, jumped out of the door and floated gently back to her field far, far below. Anne
landed on her bum with a crunch into a frozen puddle. It was getting cold again as the sun was
setting, so Anne walked back to her beloved post much to her relief. The other scarecrows asked
how her day was, "It was a bit of a handful, and more of an adventure than I had hoped for but it
was fun". She jumped back on her post, wrapped the bath towel around her middle to keep warm
and shuffled her coat over the top. It was as if no one would ever know she had been gone. She fell
asleep as soon as her eyes closed, just as Tammy was walking up the path. "Now how on earth did
that scarecrow get back here before me!", said a rather confused Tammy.

Edward, Charlotte, Isabel and William

Upcoming Explorer Volunteer Activity Sessions
Unfortunately, until we know when lockdown is going to end, we are unable to plan ahead with regards
to Explorer Volunteer sessions. Hopefully things will return to normal sooner rather than later.

In the meantime, If any of you have ideas for Explorer Volunteer sessions, please let us know!

Cleveland Way Adoption Scheme
Some great news from the Cleveland Way Adoption Scheme. All 25 sections are
currently adopted.
Adopters come from all walks of life including running groups, families and
individuals.
All of our adopters do a fantastic job of helping to keep our National Trail in tip-top
condition.
Their work ranges from sorting out drainage problems to cutting back overhanging
vegetation.

Adventures with Clara
In 2018, Clara from Germany joined the Explorer Club to help out while
she was spending a year in the UK. Those of you who were lucky enough
to work alongside her, will remember her enthusiasm for the outdoors
and giving wheelbarrow rides!!
Find out below what Clara has been up to since she left us!
Dear Explorers,
As hard as it was to say goodbye to all of you and the North York Moors, I have been fortunate to
have done a fair bit of exploring myself ever since then and thought I would share some impressions
with you while we’re all stuck inside remembering adventures and planning our next ones.
I spent the better part of a year in a small country called Kyrgyzstan. It’s located between China to the
east, Kazakhstan to the north, Tajikistan to the south, and Usbekistan to the West. Maybe you would
like to get out a map or an atlas to see if you can find it?
The Kyrgyz used to be nomads - that means they never stayed in one place for too long, moving
around all the time. (I can relate.) Some of them still do! Their houses are called yurts and look like
this:

I loved sleeping in them! Often the entire floor is covered with mattresses and pillows and blankets,
so it feels like a comfy sleepover with friends.
Some of them are all the way up in the mountains, where no trees can grow anymore. So because
there is no firewood, people have to gather up horse poo for heating and cooking. Did you know that
it makes excellent (although smelly) burning material? Next time you’re out camping…
To me, Kyrgyzstan has the most beautiful landscapes I have ever seen. Look at the colour of this
lake:

Adventures with Clara continued..
High up in the mountains, these small animals here
can be heard (and, if you’re lucky, seen) all the time:
When they sense danger, for example an eagle flying
over them, they send out a loud whistle to warn
everyone. Do you know what they are called? They
also live in Europe!
But I didn’t spend all my time in the mountains. The
capital of Kyrgyzstan is called Bishkek, and it has a
large bazaar that is a lot of fun to explore. You can try
their yummy bread freshly out of the oven or eat your
way through endless varieties of dried fruit and
sweets.

Do you see the signs? Because Kyrgyzstan used
to be part of Russia for a while, most people still
speak Russian besides the local language,
Kyrgyz. This means I had to learn a whole new
alphabet! Just like some of you are probably
learning to read and write at the moment, I had to start all over and slowly read every word, letter by
letter. It might be fun to get on the internet and see if you can figure out how to write your name using
the Cyrillic alphabet. I’ll help if you want!

Luckily, I continued to work in an outdoor
office doing research into a tree called
foxglove tree, or Paulownia. Trees, like
us, need water to survive. Some drink a
lot, others can go a long time with very
little. I wanted to know how much this
particular one needs and put sensors into
the trunk of eight young foxglove trees
that told me how much water flows inside
the tree. Turns out they drink around 40
litres per day! That’s a really large bucket
full of water.

Adventures with Clara continued..
A friend once told me it looks like I’m building bombs… but really we make an effort to hurt the trees
as little as possible. Two little holes, that’s all.
The reason we were interested is that Kyrgyzstan is also a place of deserts and canyons - and of
great contrasts. It’s hard to believe the next few pictures were taken in the same small country, isn’t
it?

Such a big adventure! I am now back in Germany working for a company that uses natural fibres
from sustainably grown plants, sometimes animals (like sheepwool), to develop new materials that
can be used instead of plastic and don’t hurt the environment as much. But I will also be sure to
come back and tag along sometime when
you go out with Tammy!
Meanwhile, why not tell adventure stories in
old-fashioned letters like explorers used to
do?
I’m making a start, here is my address:
Clara Baier
Weissenfelser Strasse 45
04229 Leipzig
Germany
… and I will be sure to answer anything that
comes my way. Stay healthy and curious!
Xx

Clara

Wow! What an amazing adventure Clara has had!
I know Clara continues to follow our Explorers Facebook page to see what you have all been up to
so it is great to hear all about her travels.

Quizzes for the Grown-Ups
A few quizzes for our Explorer Grown-ups to keep the brain cells active!

From Last to First Quiz!
For this quiz, the last letter of the previous answer is the first letter of the next answer.
For example - What colour are strawberries? Answer - red
What type of animal was Toto in the Wizard of Oz? Answer - dog
Your answer to question 12 will end with the same letter that your
answer to question one started with!
1.

Snowy, Eagle and Little are all types of what bird?

2.

Who recorded a version ‘Relight my fire’ with Take That?

3.

What does the abbreviation ‘UFO’ stand for?

4.

What is the capital city of Estonia?

5.

Which company makes the following chocolate bars: Aero, Milkybar and Smarties?

6.

Which gemstone is the birthstone of the zodiac sign, Taurus?

7.

In which game do you stand behind an oche and throw small missiles at a target?

8.

Which actor played Lord Melchett in Blackadder II?

9.

What colour are Minions?

10.

The line ‘A host, of golden daffodils’ appeared in a famous poem by which poet?

11.

Which chemical element has the chemical symbol He?

12.

Which insect are known to transmit serious diseases, including yellow fever, Zika fever,
malaria, filariasis, and dengue?

Anagrams of Places!
Unscramble the letters to find the names of six places in the North York Moors National Park!

1.

dalghonta

2. avmlhies

3. laladsgei

4.

nrrvecsaa

5. refladna

6. gtsmaliahn

Puzzle Websites!
https://www.brain-games.co.uk/

https://www.boatloadpuzzles.com/playcrossword

https://websudoku.com/

https://www.thejigsawpuzzles.com/

Puzzles, Jokes and Activities for Rainy Days!
Easter Jokes
Q. How does the Easter bunny keep his fur neat?
A. With a hare-brush!
Q. What days do eggs hate the most?
A. Fry-days

Spring Word Scramble
Can you unscramble the letters to find
eight words to do with Christmas?

1.ablm 2. aesrte 3. paotleds 4. tybeurflt

Q. What type of stories does the Easter bunny like?

5. shickc 6. nubyn 7. gesg 8. sntse

A. Ones with hoppy endings!

Flower Wordsearch
Flower Wordsearch

daffodil
crocus
violet
hyacinth
primrose
tulip
cowslip
bluebell
peony
pansy
iris
freesia
lilac
viola
azalea

Christmas Edition Answers

Christmas Word Scramble
Can you unscramble the letters to find eight
words to do with holidays?

1. holly 2. robin 3. santa 4. carols
5. cracker 6. tinsel 7. reindeer 8. presents

Activities for our Young Explorers
Design your own Easter Egg Competition!
Decorate the egg below and then take a photo (or scan it) and send it to Tammy by the 1st May
A 1st, 2nd and 3rd prize will be awarded!

Activities for our Young Explorers continued….
Indoor Scavenger Hunt

Outdoor Scavenger Hunt
(To be done in the garden!}



Find two things that don’t bend



Find a striped sock



Find something made from metal



Find something shiny



Find something that smells nice



Find a fork and spoon



Find something that makes a noise



Find something that contains a liquid



Find something pink



Find something made from plastic



Find 5 different green things



Find 4 different length sticks



Find 2 stones



Find 3 different size leaves



Find 1 yellow thing



Find 5 different brown things



Find 2 different bugs



Find 4 hard objects



Find 3 bendy things



Find 1 flower

More Scavenger Hunt ideas can be found on the Primary Playground website
NATURE
WILDLIFE
TREES
VOLE
RIVER
POND DIPPING
FOX
INSECTS
FOSSILS
DENS
SQUIRREL
CATERPILLAR
FLOWERS
PATHS
Thank you to Poppy for making this wonderful wordsearch!

PLANTS

Activities for our Young Explorers
SEARCH AND FIND FUN!!
You are probably familiar with the ‘Where’s Wally?’ and ‘I-spy’ series of books.
Well here is something similar based on an idea from the Primary Playground website.
Your children can do this using their own story books!
You can make the activity harder by setting a time limit or easier by pre-selecting books that
you know contain the things they are being asked to find.
If you have a magnifying glass, make it more fun by letting them use it to search!

Book I-Spy!



Find four words that start with the
letter ‘t’



Find a word that starts with the
same letter as your name



Find a picture of two types of
transport



Find a word that starts with ‘br’



Find a picture of a fox



Find two words that rhyme



Find three words that ends with ‘ed’



Find a picture of a tree



Find the word ‘bear’



Find a picture that makes you smile 

Find a rainbow



Find someone eating



Find an insect



Find a character wearing a hat





Find a dog

Find a word that describes a noise
e.g. clap

Tool Challenge
Alfie has been using different tools to help repair his mum’s cold frame!
Can you name all these tools?
What is each one used for and how do you use it safely?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Answers - What am I!
1. I collect nectar to turn into honey, I live in a hive and sometimes I sting if I’m scared! Bee
2. I can fly, I hunt at night and sleep upside down! Bat
3. I live in the sea, I have flippers and make clicking sounds to talk to my friends! Dolphin
4. I am a bird but I can’t fly, I eat fish and can swim really well! Penguin
5. I can jump, I catch flies with my tongue and can live on both land and in water! Frog or Toad

Things to Do Recommended by You!
As we are nearing the end of our third week in lockdown, you might be running out of ideas on how to
keep your young Explorers busy. Some of our grown-up Explorers sent some suggestions in!
https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/how-to-recycle-old-crayons-into-new-crayons-1388486
Den Building Kit £40 - This might be an idea if any of our Explorers have a Birthday coming up!
Recommended by Rachael
https://primaryplayground.net/
Recommended by Sarah, Tony and Sallie
https://www.nasa.gov/specials/nasaathome/index.html
Recommended by Sallie
https://www.yorkshirearboretum.org/blog/what-am-i-quiz
Recommended by Steph
https://www.9and10news.com/2020/04/07/childrens-activity-covid-time-capsule/
Recommended by Louise
https://en.islcollective.com/
Recommended by Jude
Thanks to everyone who sent recommendations in, please post anymore on our Facebook page!

Trip Suggestion (for when life returns to normal!)
Louise, Stuart, Evie, Isla and Alfie enjoyed
their visit to the seals at Ravenscar.
They were surprised at how many there were
and how close they were.
You can do a lovely circular walk from
Ravenscar down to the seals, along the beach
(check the tide times) to Boggle Hole and
back along the Cleveland Way.
If you time it right, you can stop for a drink or
lunch at Boggle Hole Youth Hostel.
Remember seals are wild animals so keep your distance!

Explorer Volunteers Facebook page
Only group members can post and view posts. It is not open to the public to view.
To join this exclusive group, let us know the email address you have linked to your Facebook account and we will
send you an invite to join the group or send Tammy a friends request
If you would like anything including in our next newsletter, please contact Tammy Andrews Email: t.andrews@northyorkmoors.org.uk Tel: 01439 770657 Mobile: 07854718693
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS EDITION OF THE EXPLORER VOLUNTEERS NEWSLETTER

